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Mughal art, as it branched into many areas of creativity, blended seamlessly with local socio-cultural ethos of the adopted
country ...
A fascinating glimpse into the forgotten world of Mughal art and culture in India (Book Review)
Sharjah Art Foundation today announced its summer and autumn 2021 programmes, featuring major solo presentations
and group exhibitions by artists from the MENASA region and beyond, as well as ...
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Sharjah Art Foundation Announces Fall Exhibitions: Hrair Sarkissian, Otolith Group, SAF Collection and More
Meena Kamal is a prolific international artist and a patron of Bombay Art Society-India. She also sells her work through ...
My artwork takes me far beyond the observation of an event. As a true ...
Artist Meena Kamal pours her art out for pandemic afflicted people
That is how I developed an interest in and appreciation for the visual and language arts. This was in Vizianagaram, where I
was born in 1970, in Andhra Pradesh, India. The current scenario of the ...
Transforming Complexities of Life via Different Art Media
“They want to do it on environment next year so now I am speaking to people in England so that we can do two chapter —
one in India and one there ... self-controlled machine. Being a patron of the ...
Surina Narula on being a patron of the arts and never saying no to new adventures
When certain sites developed as tirthas, devotees and artists and storytellers in distant parts of the country devised
creative methods to ‘view’ them.
India’s long tradition of travelling without going anywhere: The pilgrimage nakshas of Rajasthan
He invaded India in the early 16th century, securing power for the burgeoning Mughal Dynasty, whose rule lasted over 200
years and its influence even longer. Mughal rulers patronized the arts ...
How a 4,000 Year Old Textile Became a Beloved—and Ubiquitous—Design Accessory
Mr Sudeep shared a lot of insights about India’s readiness for the 5G trials and related things about the next-generation
connectivity technology. It is a good idea given that 5G is new. It is ...
5G in India Will Require Newer Methods and Diligent Trials
Practising artforms together has in fact been an integral part of the Indian family: the traditional kolam of South India ... art
sessions with the child,” she adds. One of the most common ...
How art therapy can help kids through trauma
It was only after Independence that a commoner was chosen to lead India’s cricket team. Royal patronage of the game
would slowly peter out but the culture of groupism and zonal favouritism would ...
Play by play: India’s rise as a Test powerhouse
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Over a year into the Covid-19 pandemic, testing remains crucial for early detection, isolation, and treatment of individuals
affected by the virus. However, despite a steady increase in testing ...
Strengthening Covid-19 testing with ARTs
Goodwill Cultural Ambassador Ronald Rand, during his 20th year touring around the world to 25 countries will perform at
the Theatre of Changes' 17th International Festival of Making Theater in his ...
Ronald Rand Stars in LET IT BE ART! At Greece's International Festival
New Delhi [India], June 18 (ANI/SRV Media): Recently after the announcement of the NFT marketplace for digital art,
Artwally.com ... technology called blockchain method and have NFT emerge from ...
Artwally.com - India's first NFT marketplace for Physical Art
The first edition of 'Masters' features 27 artworks by Bengal-born artist Lalu Prasad Shaw, certified using Non-fungible
Tokens (NFTs) In a first in India, a new online art exhibition is looking ...
Exhibition promotes digital ownership of art using blockchain tech
Paving way for increased flexibility and interdisciplinary graduating option, the premier institute is launching a unique liberal
arts ... the admission method is not yet finalised, said prof ...
IIT Bombay launches Liberal Arts, Sciences and Engineering programme
The musical revue, directed by Joshian Morales, is based on the jazz songs from Fats Waller and debuts this weekend in
DeLand.
'Ain't Misbehavin'' acts up on the Athens Theatre stage in DeLand
Left out of the ODI squad all-rounder makes a statement as she guides hosts to dominant victory with unbeaten 89 in
Chelmsford ...
Danni Wyatt proves her point as England make light work of India to win three-match T20 series
Under the patronage of His Highness Sheikh Dr Sultan Bin Mohammed Al ... has inaugurated a six-month long exhibition
titled Drop by Drop Life Falls from the Sky. Water, Islam and Art at the Sharjah ...
Sharjah Museums Authority exhibition explores the role of water in Islamic heritage and art
The Sunil Mittal-led telco said that it will pilot and deploy this indigenous solution developed as part of its 5G rollout plans in
India and start ... a ‘state of the art’ O-RAN based radio ...
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Airtel, Tatas join forces to counter Jio's made-in-India 5G technology
The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) came into power in 1949, a time when newly independent India was being led by Prime
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and it was seen as the only answer to China in the ...
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